
Dear Fellow Conservatives, 

 

Well, what an election! There has been an unprecedented message sent to us by the 

electorate in these elections. and I think we can all see plainly, clearly, and unequivocally that 

the Great British people LOVE us! It’s been a great success, truly astonishing, and it’s down 

to our tireless campaigning that we have managed such an astonishing result, so really well 

done everyone. 

 

Firstly, we made HUGE gains in the key Red Wall area, winning a whole TEN 

councillors in Stockton, showing without doubt that the entirety of the North believes that I, 

as Prime Minister, am delivering on their priorities, which you all know by now are as 

follows: 

• Maybe halving inflation this year - amount and deadline can change as 

needed, of course. 

• Growing the economy - no-one knows what this means so we’ve found 

making stuff up to be best, especially if you blame Sir Snoozefest Starmer for 

any economic troubles people may have. 

• Reducing our debt - remember, nurses hate our country and cost too much 

anyway, make sure you blame THEM for the debt, not our 13 years in power, 

it’s their fault, not ours. 

• Cutting NHS waiting lists – NEVER say by how much, if your mum just got 

surgery, that’s the waiting list down by one, sell that as a success, because it 

is and we made that happen! 

• Stopping small boats – When in doubt, say ‘get them out!’  Remember, it is 

completely normal for us to want to ignore the European Court of Human 

Rights, we want British Rights, like the right to deport anyone without due 

process! 

 

Now, the wokerati and the lefty lawyers will try to say that us losing control of 50 or 

so councils, and a few more than 1000 counsellors is an unmitigated disaster, but don’t let 

them fool you! Instead, think of the councils we DIDN’T lose, all 31 of them. In addition, Sir 

Beer ‘Snoozeroony’ Korma lost Slough, so who’s the real loser? If Labour are so sure they’ll 

win the next General Election (we know better!), why did they lose one council? If we look at 

the result in Slough - and remember when the press speak to you, you are to ONLY discuss 

the result in Slough - when we’re definitely on track to smash the next general election! Also, 

thanks to our masterful expectation management this is actually a loss for Labour and a win 

for us as we said we expected to lose 1000 councillors, and we did indeed lose just over 1000, 

so well done us for meeting our targets! between councillors. Now, I haven’t got the figures 

yet because Dominic Raab won’t give me them unless I give him my pocket money of six 

fifty-pound notes, but it’s definitely not many more than 1000, so we won and Labour lost, 

and that’s what you MUST tell the press. 

 
So, finally, one last massive WELL DONE for this incredible result! Commiserations 

to those few great colleagues who have reached the end of their electoral success, but we can 

all celebrate the great and resounding success of these results and move forward with 

confidence that the country loves us, and more importantly, me! Happy Coronation 

Weekend! 



 

 

Yours Sincerely, 

Rishi Sunak™® PM 
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